June 15, 2018

The Honorable Ben Hueso
California Senator
State Capitol, Room 4035
Sacramento, California 95814

RE: SB 1440 (Hueso): Biomethane Procurement Goals – Oppose Unless Amended

Dear Senator Hueso:

The California Hydrogen Business Council (CHBC) regretfully withdraws our Support for Amended for SB 1440 and opposes this bill, unless amended to include other forms of renewable gas, including renewable hydrogen. By picking winners and losers among the various renewable gases, the current language in SB 1440 will severely limit the emission reduction potential for short-lived climate pollutants and greenhouse gases that would result from a broader statewide renewable gas procurement program.

Background

SB 1383 provided authority to the Air Resources Board, the CEC and the CPUC to pursue policies and program to support the development of renewable gases (RG) – including renewable hydrogen – particularly in a new RG procurement program. CHBC was active to help pass Senator Lara’s short-lived climate pollutant (SLCP) policy, as part of an important SLCP emission reduction initiative. One of the goals of the legislation was to promote the new and increased production of renewable gases in the state to replace fossil produced natural gas (and thereby reduce methane emissions).

The 2016 SLCP law was crafted to be broad and to include a variety of renewable gases from renewable methane derived from landfills, diverted food waste to renewable hydrogen produced through electrolysis or directed biomethane conversion to hydrogen. In fact, during the course of the bill development, the section authorizing incentives and programs for renewable gas was initially drafted to be limited to renewable natural gas (i.e., biogas and biomethane) and intentionally redrafted to eliminate the word “natural” so that an inclusive program would be developed that could include renewable hydrogen and other new renewable gases that may be developed to replace conventional fossil derived natural gas in the future.
SB 1440 Undercuts Emission Reductions

While existing state policy promotes a broad statewide renewable gas production and procurement policy, SB 1440 picks a narrow set of high-cost incumbent renewable gas producers and sets the state on a path for a restricted program that will not yield high emission reductions. By moving the state away from a broad RG portfolio from which to choose in the future, SB 1440 undercuts cost reduction potential, choice and future consumers benefits.

Limiting a new RG procurement program to just biogas is akin to the Legislature picking technology winners and losers. These limits will ultimately severely limit the emission reduction potential for any SLCP or GHG statewide RG procurement program. It would have been inconceivable for the Legislature to apply the same logic to the RPS when passed in the early 2000s, e.g. choosing a RPS solely for wind energy, excluding solar or other technologies just on the basis of their cost at the time. This would have not recognized the tremendous cost reduction potential at scale, which solar has seen, and which similarly can be expected for renewable gas production like hydrogen.

Existing State Policy Will Lead to Greater Emissions Reductions

The Air Board and CPUC currently have broad authority to include all renewable gases in any new program they choose to initiate. SB 1440 sends the wrong signal and sets a course for a biogas-only program which excludes other important renewable gases that have significant emission reduction potential from large-scale gas utility procurement. Since the 2016 SLCP bill passed, stakeholders have been working with the ARB and the CPUC to discuss the policy framework to implement a comprehensive renewable gas procurement and production program that goes beyond just biogas and biomethane.

SB 1440 moves the 2016 SLCP policy backward and constricts the potential for the highest possible SLCP emission reductions that may result from an RG procurement program the state is attempting to create at energy agency and climate agency levels. Unless it is amended to include other forms of renewable gas, SB 1440 will undercut this progress and send the wrong signal to the agencies that any statewide renewable gas program shall be limited to only biogas and biomethane.

Hydrogen as a Versatile Tool to Implement CA’s Climate, Air Quality and Energy Goals

Renewable hydrogen, including electrolytic hydrogen produced with renewable electricity, can play a significant role in addressing the goal of decarbonizing the gas system, address criteria air pollution and reduce GHG in the energy sector, including electricity and transportation. As a fuel for fuel cell electric vehicles, renewable hydrogen does not create criteria pollutants (i.e. are “zero emission”) or carbon emissions. Stationary fuel cells utilizing hydrogen or other renewable gases at industrial and commercial facilities are virtually zero emission power sources supplying valuable local reliable renewable power 24/7.

Developing an increased supply of zero or negative carbon hydrogen for utilities is aligned with state policy and environmental goals. Increased hydrogen availability in disadvantaged communities would increase usage in both the transportation and electricity sector. The air pollution burden and the carbon emissions would be greatly reduced, directly benefiting the most affected California residents.
Including renewable hydrogen would have furthered the zero-emissions goals of California’s transportation and energy by expanding the renewable gas supply for utilities.

For all of these reasons, and absent amendments addressing our significant concerns, we must regretfully oppose SB 1440 and urge committee members to vote no.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Emanuel Wagner
Deputy Director
California Hydrogen Business Council
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